Technique / METAL CARDS

A HEART of
STEEL
Want to create truly eye-catching and extraordinary
cards? Try using metal foil sheets to give your free stamp
set a fun twist

Carol Jones

I

f you haven’t worked with
metal before it’s easy
to be intimidated, but
it’s simpler then you might
think. Although it looks
great on male cards, the
cards made here would suit
a lot of different occasions.
I’ve worked with
Spellbinders Precious Metals
Premium Craft Foils because
of its weight and silver core.
This gives you the option to
sand back the coloured foil
to its silver core, or remove
the colour using an alcohol
blending solution.
Another brand of foil you
could use is Walnut Hollow’s
Creative Metal range which
comes in all sorts of colours.
Alternatively, try Ranger’s
Inkssentials Metal Foil Tape
Sheets, which have an
adhesive back. Or, if you’re
feeling really creative, try
recycling packaging like
aluminium drink or food cans.
For the cards I made here,
I used the Creative Metal
Beginner Kit and mats from
Walnut Hollow (Ten Seconds
Studio make similar tools).
However, if you want to get
started straight away, you can
use a lot of tools you already
have. Embossing tools,
punches, embossing folders
and dies work great with this,
as will your free stamp set.
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soar
Materials

 free stamp set  silver
Spellbinders Precious Metals
Premium Craft Foils  white
15cm-square card blank
 Jet Black StãzOn inkpad
 Ranger Glossy Accents
 Walnut Hollow double-sided
metal tape

Tools

 Walnut Hollow doubleended Teflon tool, roller, paper
stump & mats  metal ruler

Step by step

1

Stamp the balloon, clouds
and sun onto silver foil.
Place the foil onto the soft mat
and outline the images using
the Teflon tool.

2

Turn the foil over and puff
out the image inside the
outlines using a paper stump.
Scribble on the clouds using a
Teflon tool to create texture.

3

Run the roller tool along
the edge of a ruler 1cm
from the edge of the foil.
Repeat this on the other
three sides to create a frame.

4

Place the foil right side
up on the hard mat and
smooth out the foil around
the embossed images.

5

Use the Teflon tool to
sharpen the edge of the
images and the inside of the
border, turn it over again, fill
the embossed areas using
Glossy Accents and leave to
dry overnight.

6

Once dry, use the Teflon
tool to add some extra
texture to the clouds and
the balloon as shown.

7

Attach the foil panel to
the card front using metal
tape and stamp the sentiment
in the bottom-right corner
using black ink to finish.

birds on a wire
Materials

 free stamp set  white
15cm-square card blank  Jet
Black StãzOn inkpad  white
cardstock  silver Spellbinders
Precious Metals Premium
Craft Foils  Walnut Hollow
double-sided metal tape
 Ranger Glossy Accents

Tools

 Walnut Hollow doubleended Teflon tool, roller, wire
brush, paper stump & mats

Step by step

1

Stamp the frame and birds
onto white cardstock and
cut out the inside of the frame
with the birds as shown.
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2

Stamp the frame onto
silver foil and outline

using the Teflon tool. Turn
the foil over onto the soft
mat and emboss the frame
using a paper stump.

3

Turn it back over onto
the hard mat and smooth
around the frame using
the Teflon tool.

4

Using the ruler and a
single roller tool, score a
second frame consisting of
dots onto the foil.

5

Using the wire brush, work
in small circles around the
outside of the frame.

6

Fill the embossed frame
using Glossy Accents and
leave to dry. Attach to the card
front and fix the stamped
panel on top.
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FLOWERS
Materials

2

 free stamp set  white
10.5x15cm card blank
 silver & copper Spellbinders
Precious Metals Premium
Craft Foils  sandpaper
 copper brads  Walnut
Hollow double-sided
metal tape  Jet Black
StãzOn inkpad

Carefully sand the raised
areas of the design to
reveal the silver colour
underneath as shown.

Tools

4

 manual die-cutting
machine  Cuttlebug
Friends Forever Combo
Punch & Emboss pack

3

Stamp three flowers
onto silver foil and cut
out. Pierce the centre of
each flower and attach using
copper brads.
Attach the foil panel to the
card front using doublesided metal tape to finish.

Step by step

1

Emboss the copper
foil sheet using the
embossing folder and a
manual die-cutting machine.

DREAM A LITTLE DREAM
Materials

 free stamp set  gold
Spellbinders Precious Metals
Premium Craft Foils  brown
acrylic paint  white cardstock
 white 15cm-square card
blank  gold brads  Coffee
Ranger Archival Inkpad
 Walnut Hollow double-sided
metal tape  3D foam pads

Tools

 manual die-cutting
machine  Spellbinders
3D M-Bossabilities Basket
Weave embossing folder
 Walnut Hollow roller tool
& mats  metal ruler

Step by step

1

Emboss the gold metal
sheet using an embossing
folder and a manual diecutting machine as shown.

2

Paint the embossed
surface lightly using
brown acrylic paint and set

aside to dry thoroughly.

3

Stamp the houses twice
and the sentiment once
onto white cardstock using
Coffee ink and cut out.

4

Place the metal face down
onto the soft mat and
place the ruler 1cm from
the edge. Run the roller along
the edge to form a border,
repeating along all edges.

5

Rub the sides of the frame
using a baby wipe to
remove some of the paint.

6

Attach the sentiment to the
foil panel using gold brads
and attach the panel to the
card front using metal tape.

7

Affix the houses to the
centre of the card front
and attach the second row
on top using 3D foam pads
as shown to finish.
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love

Materials

 free stamp set  copper
Spellbinders Precious Metals
Premium Craft Foils  white
10.5x15cm card blank  brads
 Ranger Perfect Medium
Embossing Inkpad
& Glossy Accents  Ancient
Copper Cosmic Shimmer
embossing powder  alcohol
blending solution  Walnut
Hollow double-sided metal
tape  cotton bud

Tools

 manual die-cutting machine
 Walnut Hollow doubleended Teflon tool, paper
stump & mats  Spellbinders
Nestabilities Fancy Postage
Stamps dies  anti-static bag
 heat tool

Step by step

1

Stamp the heart onto
copper foil. Place the foil
onto the soft mat and draw
around the outline of the
heart using the Teflon tool.

2

Turn the foil sheet over
and puff out the heart
and wings inside the outline
using a paper stump.

3

colour from the front using
alcohol blending solution
and a cotton bud.

6

Wipe the image using an
anti-static bag, stamp the
swallow using embossing ink
and heat-emboss using
Ancient Copper embossing
powder as shown.

7

Place the foil right side
up onto the hard mat and
smooth the surface around
the heart using a paper
stump to create a contrast.

Use the Teflon tool to
outline the feathers and
add some texture, cut the
heart out and adhere to the
top part of the card front.

4

8

Fill the back of the heart
with Glossy Accents or
a fine filler and leave to
dry overnight.

5

Once the filler has dried
completely, remove the

Die-cut the label shape
from copper foil, smooth
using a paper stump and
stamp the sentiment. Affix
to the card front using brads
to finish as shown.

i
TOP TIPs
1 Ranger Glossy Accents is
great for filling small areas.
Another option suitable for
larger areas is B&Q’s Sand
Less Filler, plus it’s very
lightweight – perfect for cards!
2 Using a metal tool on metal
foil can be scratchy – rub the
tool on a bar of soap or a
candle first to lubricate it

where to buy
Spellbinders and Ranger
products are available from
www.sunrisecrafts.co.uk
Walnut Hollow products
are available from
www.rainbowsilks.co.uk
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